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Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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Private Bitcoin & ALT coin update – Binocular Report #318
27 August 2021 - Confidential analysis using algorithmic sequences, mathematical equations & time cycles
Copyright Act (17 U.S.C): This document is copyright protected. Never distribute, reproduce, share (including by electronic means), any and all of this data. It is prohibited
and against the law. Report any unauthorised distribution to your local authorities or to us.
Always read and follow the latest date Report, Blog Post, weekly LIVE Webinar and/or the Webinar recording. Markets will change rapidly without notice and there are
multiple factors influencing cryptocurrencies. All factors are taken into account on a daily basis. Release of new Reports & important Updates & Notifications are posted
in the Private Telegram Channel. See last page of this report or the private members area for access details to the Telegram Broadcast Channel.

Spectacular gains at present but stay aware that archive algorithm data still point to a pullback/drop as
indicated in the BitcoinCash chart and other ALT coins indicated in this report below.
In this report we are going to look at a number of coins and the potential algorithm chart patterns that could follow. Recall we stated
BCH should hit around $762 (more or less and then drop).
1.

2.

3.
4.

The BitcoinCash #BCH chart below indicate how the average archive algorithm data sees the market play out. The blue
arrows indicate the pullbacks and following the predictive algorithm 100% so far. The red arrow indicates the current
position and then following a moderate pullback.
The last and final pullback should be starting now. At this low point and bottom, we will see a major move upwards and the
ideal place to ladder in positions. Some coins may start to spike and that’s ok, it’s how the cycle works. Trade all coins that
spike upwards BUT WITH A STOP LOSS TO THE DOWNSIDE.
Plan for downside. If we break upwards, I will post if and when I enter markets. For the time being, I am on the side with 90%
cash and 10% IN MARKETS, and also ready to buy and ladder in dips. I have as an interim measure, sold all positions in ETH,
ADA, BTC.
Remember, markets could take DAYS to play out, patience is required.
Ensure to attend the weekly live zoom call every Friday 7am Brisbane Australia time – link in private members area
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BitcoinCash

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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For this report I will show the Archive Algorithm Cycle on a few ALT coins so you can have a larger view of markets – never focus on 1
or 2 coins for market direction, take a larger viewpoint of 100 selected coins, but in this report, we will do the analysis for you. Use it
as a guideline.

Ethereum vs Archive Algorithm – be aware of possible pullback
Although ETH broke upwards of the $2460 range and now trading at and above $3000, we should be cautious for a
pullback lower towards the $2000 range and if so, will make a great entry and final buy back before ETH rallies upwards
to +$3500 range during the next cycle. I have personally sold all ETH (foundation coins included).
I will enter markets for ETH upon a total market recovery upwards. It is very likely markets could go sideways and then
have a pullback lower. There is no 100% confirmed evidence in the entire crypto market that we are in a bull run yet, it
will come but less than 5% of coins are moderate/strongly above the 200MA. So don’t yet be too bullish, trade market
upwards BUT WITH A STOP LOSS UNTILL WE HAVE A CONFIRMED BULL RUN – THIS COULD TAKE WEEKS AND WILL BE SET
WHEN BITCOIN BREAKS $65K.
There is always a possibility markets could break upwards next week, so stay connected and if we have a break of the
algorithm upwards instead of downwards, we will post and notify. For now, we trade with the expectation to downside.
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BIG NOTE – IF ETH BREAKS THE ALL TIME HIGH, I WILL BE BULLISH A LOT MORE. UNTILL THEN I TRADE THE SMALLER
ALT COINS WITH A STOP LOSS TO DOWNSIDE OF AROUND 10% AND PATIENTLY WAIT.

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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Ethereum Classic #ETC – reminder that Archive Algorithm is the AVERAGE for all ALT coins and all coins follow
more or less their own patterns and own price action as buyer and sellers place orders. With all coins we follow
the data to the downside and as per the blue algorithm lines.
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Bitcoin

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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XRP – potential for the green breakout as mentioned during the live weekly call today – but plan for
downside (blue algorithm). If markets were to break upwards, we will advise in Telegram Channels what the
next play will be. Ensure to watch todays live recording, it contains valuable information.
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NEO – EXPECT A FAILED CUP AND HANDLE INCOMING OVER NEXT 90 DAYS

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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ADA – A STRONG COINS AND COULD BE TRADED UPWARDS TO $6.6+. Expect a drop towards $1.5 range and
lower. ADA could be one of the first coins to bottom and then turn upwards.
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BSV – possible $115 range incoming and then a great buy. Nothing is this report is financial advice.

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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BCH – also mentioned on page 1.
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THETA – tentative play as per blue algorithm lines. Chart may be revised pending the next 7 day activity.
Ensure to attend each Fridays live weekly zoom call.

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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TFUEL – ensure to trade as per the #Hodlnator
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Litecoin

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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DGB – stronger coin, may have already hit a low so no lower low expected but follow the blue algorithm lines
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ZIL

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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XMR

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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ICX
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BNB and KAI – KAI is following the BNB algo protocol, hold long term +3 years. BNB will follow the pattern for
Bitcoin, if BTC drops BNB will drop too.

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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XLM

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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LINK

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
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QTUM

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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AAVE SRM DENT COTI DOT FET – we should follow these coins to ascertain market direction for small cap
coins.
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GOLD - heading upwards to $1920
Similar, if Silver moves up then Bitcoin is expected to pull back too.

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
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to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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Why we need to pay attention to the predictive algorithm
Past 40 Days
-

The past 28 days we predicted some coins will sporadically spike upwards according to the algorithm and the pull back into 1a
We also mentioned some coins will continue to spike upwards until the entire cryptocurrency market makes a U-turn and turn upwards
Let’s look at the predictions and forecasts of some coins and once you see what I see you’ll want to pay attention to this predictive algorithm
pointing to a low between 24 July and 10 august 2021
We will take random examples from almost 894 coins that have already made the break upwards (this in real terms is a great sign that
markets are about to make a U-turn upwards).

We are here 13 July

Review some of the coins below, which already have made their respective vertical spike upwards. Overall, expect some downwards momentum as
per the second black line as indicated on page 1. Follow the blue algorithm line and then you’ll know where the low entry overall should be. The
greatest buy entry is about to come in all cryptocurrencies and they will have a sudden move or a sudden U-turn upwards around 24 July to 10 August.
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The entire cryptocurrency market is about to turn upwards and some great buying opportunities is about to come.
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to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
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Copyright Act (17 U.S.C): This document is copyright protected. Never distribute, reproduce, share (including by electronic means), any and all of this data. It is prohibited
and against the law. Report any unauthorised distribution to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

HOW TO USE THIS ALGORITHM REPORT – January 2020
Despite the Bitcoin drop during 2018, the
downtrend cycle has ended and Bitcoin
went upwards during 2019 till June/July
and then dropped further. A low was
identified at the end of the AMTR at 17
December 2019 and we are expected to
see some upwards movement going into
2020.
In 2018, Bitcoin gradually dropped from
$19,666 on 16 December 2017 when we
here at Bitcoin Trend & Forecast made our
call to subscribers to exit the markets at
$19,500: Report of 5 December 2017 to
left.

On 28 June 2018 we called the World
Bitcoin LOW and recommended our
subscribers get into the market. On 24 July
2018 we called the Bitcoin high and recommended our subscribers exit markets.
We are mentioning these two examples to
show you how to read our reports. These
reports are not day trading reports. They
are used as “swing trades” over a set
period of time - 3 weeks to 2 months. Our
goal is to find you the LOW point and then
find the HIGH point in the market. We get
in on the LOW and we sell at the HIGH and
that is how we eventually make SUPER
profits and gains. Keep in mind that we do
not provide financial advice.
Going forward, we provide 2/3 reports
and/or videos per week, provide in excess
of 10 – 20 Private Telegram Bitcoin
updates/messages weekly on our Private
Telegram Channels worldwide and a
Private Blog where we post important
information daily. We also provide an
exclusive Private Weekly Webinar to our subscribers and we recommend you attend these webinars to gain and in depth understanding of the overall
crypto and world stock markets. This will help you immensely. To find the updated links for Telegram and Webinars please visit our website or see the
members area back office.
How we gather data and provide the Bitcoin & ALT reports:
Technical, Methodological Analysis, Advanced Algorithm Artificial Intelligence (weight 34%)
Linguistic Algorithm for USA Political & world Economic Trends (8%)
Wall Street Price & Time suppression (6%), Wall Street Playbook from insiders’ sources (2%)
Proprietary and Conventional Behaviour Standards (8%), Market Conditions (weight 5%)
Market Cap (weight 7%), Marketing Capability (weight 5%)
Market Sentimentality & Attitude/emotions (weight 8%), Social Media Status and Reporting (weight 7%)
NEW - Induced Operational Manipulation (3%), Undisclosed (7%)
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Always read the latest report. Things change rapidly as Bitcoin moves about 6x faster than the Apple trading stock. It is therefore important you follow
the proprietary algorithm pattern and not necessarily price or time stamp (this could be correct in some cases but time can always contract or expand).
Both price and date can be manipulated short term but the “pattern” cannot be altered and MUST PLAY OUT.

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.

English

https://translate.google.com

Copyright Act (17 U.S.C): This document is copyright protected. Never distribute, reproduce, share (including by electronic means), any and all of this data. It is prohibited
and against the law. Report any unauthorised distribution to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

REPORT OFFERINGS
Long Term Trade Reports and The Binocular Report (this report, Marius Landman’s Algorithm) offer a combination of three different types of trading
options. Under the umbrella of Long-term Trade Reports (Marius Landman), the same algorithm applies to #HODLNOTS and #TrendSig Day Trade
Signals. Find these products >select HODLNOTS and TrendSig.
These trade options include (click on the image to see more):
1. Long Term Trade Reports
Link here
1a. Binoculars Report with Marius Landman
Link here
2. Small Cap Big Gains Reports
Link here
3. Short Term Scalp Trades (HODLNOTS)
Link here
4. Day Trade Signals
Link here
5. The Inner Circle: Link here

RECOMMENDED PLATFORMS / EXCHANGES / INFORMATION
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Save THETA Tokens here: https://wallet.thetatoken.org/unlock/keystore-file
Exchanges to use worldwide:
TOP 1: Binance Binance.com
Top 2: Bitfinex Bitfinex.com
Caleb & Brown sign up here: CalebBrown.com

Private Premium Members Telegram Channel Message Board (Subscribers only):
▪
All Premium Members have access: https://t.me/BitcoinTrendandForecast
Follow us on social media:
▪
Bitcoin Trend & Forecast Facebook Group: Facebook
▪
Telegram Public: https://t.me/MariusLandmanPublic
▪
Public YouTube Channel: YouTube
▪
Marius Landman on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariuslandman/
Bitcoin Trend and Forecast LinkedIn Profile here
▪
Support Page - https://www.bitcointrendandforecast.com/support.html
▪
Give us your testimony – link here
▪
Sign up for the affiliate link here www.BitcoinTAF.com/Bitcoin
TERMINOLOGY
Limit Exposure or exit points
The term limit exposure means a trader could exit with 10%, or 20%, or 30% depending on the setup of the trader. The trader then sells higher and
buys in lower.
By law we cannot give financial advice, cannot tell you when to buy or sell, nor can we entice you to buy or sell. Use this report as a guideline for
training and education purposes.
Trading cryptocurrencies - training & educational only, not financial advice:
An investor could hold positions and/or add to positions on pullbacks but trade with a STOP LOSS
Move the STOP LOSS upwards as gains are made into target points (taught from our own training courses), see Hodlnots and TrendSignals
The average a STOP LOSS for long term trades could be between 6-7% and 12-14%
Once a STOP LOSS is hit, funds are moved into Stable coin such as USDT, PAX, TUSD etc. or added to other coins that are moving
If markets keep going higher, re-enter positions upon a break upwards following the 55% rule upwards breakout.
The 55% trade rule can be found here: https://youtu.be/yus1iYVwKTI
All coins are expected to follow different price movements at different date cycles and not all coins will move at the same time
A strategy is having a balanced personal portfolio with a set number of maximum 5-10 large cap coins and maximum 5-10 smaller caps coins
from Small Cap Big Gains. You do not need to trade 30+ coins to make profit!
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes.
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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*Legal & Disclaimer
All data and information in this report is fully copyright protected, and it is illegal for you to make any part of this report “public” or to circulate it to anyone in any
manner. Further, in no event will Marius Landman and/or Bitcoin Trend and Forecast be liable to you for any claimed damages based upon your reliance of the
information in this report or anywhere on the Bitcoin Trend and Forecast website, and accordingly, you waive all rights to pursue any legal action against Marius Landman
and/or Bitcoin Trend and Forecast.
This report does not constitute financial advice, and you should not rely on this data to buy and sell any assets, to include cryptocurrency. You must conduct and rely
upon your own independent research. The cryptocurrency market can be highly volatile, and therefore, investing in or trading cryptocurrencies is risky. The decision to
invest any capital into such currencies is your sole decision. Any services provided in connection with cryptocurrencies or their exchanges are not subject to the Australian
Financial Services Licence regime. Moreover, many digital currencies are not considered financial products, and Australian digital currency exchanges are not typically
subject to capital regulation.
If you use this report in any country or any jurisdiction, to include Australia, you do so at your own risk. We are not licensed financial, legal or tax advisors in any
jurisdiction; and therefore, we are not providing financial, legal, or tax advice regarding any asset. If you seek such advice, you must consult your own licensed
professionals.
Any mention or discussion of cryptocurrency or their exchanges is not financial product advice. Where we compare cryptocurrencies to financial products (attempting to
exclude such comparisons), any financial product information is strictly our opinion only. Any information on this website, to include documents/reports, have been
prepared without taking into account your purposes, financial situation and/or your needs, goals and strategies. You should evaluate whether this information is
appropriate for you, in light of your purposes, financial situation and/or needs.
It is our opinion that the data contained herein is reliable; however, we make no representations, warranties or guarantees as to its accuracy or completeness. The
financial products (if any) and other assets or commodities discussed within this report may not be suitable for all investors. This report is provided for informational
purpose only. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading idea or plan. Any information
contained within this report must be viewed as our opinion only and not as financial advice or investment recommendations. You must make your own informed
investment decisions and seek professional investment advice as you deem appropriate.
Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses because of price fluctuations, extreme
volatility and other major unforeseen influences.
Safe Zone Entry and Exit figures are Mr. Landman’s own personal buy and sell zones, and in no way is Mr. Landman suggesting you follow his exit and entry points.
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Data in this report is the proprietary intellectual data of Bitcoin Trend and Forecast Pty Ltd.
This data is used with permission by Long Term Trade Reports, a Bitcoin Trend and Forecast company.
Australian permission Number Copyright C7743/23/A as approved by the Circuit Court in Australia.
Bitcoin Tre r. Landman suggesting you follow his exit and entry points.
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